Travel Charger
BC-TRP $59.99
About the size of a mobile phone, this compact charger with retractable plug makes a great traveling companion. Universal voltage: AC 100-240V (50/60 Hz). Compatible with NP-FP50/71/90 and NP-FH50/70/100.

AC Adaptor
AC-L200 $49.99
How many times have you forgotten your camcorder’s adaptor at home? Get a spare and store it in your carrying case so you’ll never find yourself powerless again.

RECOMMENDED
**Quick charging only available when using an H Series battery.**

AC Adapter/Charger
AC-VQH10 $129.99
Compatible with all H Series and P Series batteries, this super-quick** adaptor/charger will refuel your batteries much faster than in-camera charging. Two-battery capacity. Compatible with NP-FP50/71/90 and NP-FH50/70/100.

**Quick charging only available when using an H Series battery.

InfoLITHIUM® High Capacity H Series Batteries
NP-FH100 $159.99
6.8V 26.5 Wh (3900 mAh)

NP-FH70 $99.99
6.8V 12.2 Wh (1800 mAh)

NP-FH50 $59.99
6.8V 6.1 Wh (900 mAh)

Offer longer battery life and faster re-charging when using the Sony® AC-VQH10 AC adaptor/charger.

Batteries/Chargers
Why risk missing another once-in-a-lifetime shot? You’ll always be ready to capture the action when you carry a spare Sony® InfoLITHIUM® battery and charger for your Digital Handycam® camcorder.
Kits/Water Housing

Value Kit
ACC-FH70 $114.99
Get great Sony® accessories at a great price. This value kit includes a Sony LCS-VA30 premium soft carrying case, plus a spare Sony NP-FH70 camcorder battery. You save nearly $20 over the individual purchase prices.

Accessory Kit
ACC-FH50 $79.99
This all-in-one package gives you an affordable way to get started taking professional-looking videos. Includes a Sony NP-FH50 battery and LCS-VAC vertical carrying case with storage pocket for accessories.

Accessory Kit
ACC-FH50A $69.99
Get a great Sony camcorder accessory kit at a great price. This very affordable package includes a Sony NP-FH50 battery plus a versatile and roomy LCS-X10 carrying case.

Get all the starter accessories you need in one affordable package with one of Sony’s Digital Handycam® camcorder kits. For keeping your gear safe and dry at the beach, pool, ski slope or other wet location, choose the water-resistant Sony® Sports Pack.

Sports Pack
SPK-HCD $249.99
Waterresistant housing lets you capture beautiful underwater scenery to a depth up to 17 feet. Includes built-in microphone and external controls for power, zoom, record, and photo capture.
Cases

Protect your Digital Handycam® camcorder from bumps, weather and more with the wide selection of rugged-yet-handsome Sony® carrying cases.

Carrying Case LCS-HAB $49.99
Stylish protection. This handsome case keeps your Sony® Handycam® camcorder at the ready with supplied shoulder strap. Includes a small detachable battery pouch and webbing to attach other accessories.

Soft Holster Carrying Case LCS-SRC $49.99
This versatile case provides quick access to your camcorder’s hand strap even when closed. Features an updated webbing interface design for attaching the included spare battery pouch or other cases. Comes with a shoulder strap and belt loop. Compatible only with HDR-SR10/SR10D/SR11/SR12.

Soft Carrying Case LCS-BBA $34.99
This smart soft-sided case is small enough to slip easily into a larger bag to serve as added protection for your Handycam camcorder.

Carrying Case LCS-HAB $49.99
Stylish protection. This handsome case keeps your Sony® Handycam® camcorder at the ready with supplied shoulder strap. Includes a small detachable battery pouch and webbing to attach other accessories.

Soft Carrying Case LCS-CXA $49.99
Designed expressly for the Sony Handycam HDR-CX12 camcorder this form-fitting pocket case provides added protection without added bulk. Features an inner pocket for Memory Stick® media. An included battery pouch attaches easily to bring along still camera or accessories. Compatible only with HDR-CX12.

Modular Carrying Case LCS-MX100 $49.99
This perfectly flexible case makes it easy to carry both camcorder and still camera. The roomy Core Case has an adjustable partition and colored interior, making it easy to find items and a packed shoulder strap. Smaller Sub Case attaches easily to bring along still camera or accessories.

Soft Carrying Case LCS-X20 $29.99
This stylish soft-sided case keeps your Sony® Handycam® camcorder safe plus features a handy external strap for attaching an accessory pouch or other small items.

Soft Carrying Case LCS-X30 $39.99
The perfect bag for storing your Sony Handycam camcorder and all your extra gear. Offers a roomy interior easy-access side pockets, large outside pocket, external strap for attaching accessory pouches and more, plus a colored interior to help you locate items more easily.
Neutral Density Filter Kit
VF-R30NKX (30 mm)  $29.99
Help correct extra-bright lighting conditions that can wash out much of the contrast and detail from your outdoor videos. Includes 30 mm filter lens protector and carrying case. Compatible only with HDR-SR10/SR12/CX12.

Neutral Density Filter Kit
VF-R37NK (37 mm)  $29.99
Help correct extra-bright lighting conditions that can wash out much of the contrast and detail from your outdoor videos. Includes 37 mm filter lens protector and carrying case. Compatible only with HDR-SR11/SR12/CX12.

Neutral Density Filter Kit
VF-R37NKX (37 mm)  $29.99
Help correct extra-bright lighting conditions that can wash out much of the contrast and detail from your outdoor videos. Includes 37 mm filter lens protector and carrying case. Compatible only with HDR-SR11/SR12/CX12.

Polarizing Filter Kit
VF-30CPKX S (30 mm)  $69.99
Lets you get the shot you want by suppressing annoying reflections bouncing off of glass or water. Includes 37 mm filter and a multi-coat camcorder lens protector. Compatible only with HDR-SR11/SR12/CX12.

Lenses/Filters
Expand your creative horizons by carrying a selection of Digital Handycam® camcorder lenses in your accessory bag. Then to help correct less-than-perfect lighting conditions, pull out one of Sony’s high-quality lens filters.

High-Grade Wide Conversion Lens
VCL-HG0730A (30 mm)  $199.99
This 0.7X wide-angle lens lets you film groups, landscapes, and other extra-wide scenes without moving your camcorder from side to side. Features high-grade optics for outstanding video detail. Compatible only with HDR-SR10/SR12.

High-Grade Wide Conversion Lens
VCL-HG0737C (37 mm)  $199.99
Get everyone in one video frame using this 0.7X wide-angle conversion lens. This high-grade lens provides twice the detail of the edge of an image for outstanding videos. Compatible only with HDR-SR11/SR12/CX12.

High-Grade Tele Conversion Lens
VCL-HG1730A (30 mm)  $199.99
This 1.7X telephoto lens makes it easy to get right in close to the action. Bulb to bulb with its high-grade glass and durable aluminum body. Compatible only with HDR-SR10/SR12.

High-Grade Tele Conversion Lens
VCL-HG1737C (37 mm)  $199.99
Get up-close-and-personal with this 1.7X telephoto converter lens constructed of high-quality glass and aluminum for added durability. Compatible only with HDR-SR11/SR12/CX12.

Lenses
High-Grade Wide Conversion Lens
VCL-HG0730A (30 mm)  $199.99
Get everyone in one video frame using this 0.7X wide-angle conversion lens. This high-grade lens provides twice the detail of the edge of an image for outstanding videos. Compatible only with HDR-SR11/SR12/CX12.

High-Grade Wide Conversion Lens
VCL-HG0737C (37 mm)  $199.99
Get everyone in one video frame using this 0.7X wide-angle conversion lens. This high-grade lens provides twice the detail of the edge of an image for outstanding videos. Compatible only with HDR-SR11/SR12/CX12.

High-Grade Tele Conversion Lens
VCL-HG1737C (37 mm)  $199.99
Get up-close-and-personal with this 1.7X telephoto converter lens constructed of high-quality glass and aluminum for added durability. Compatible only with HDR-SR11/SR12/CX12.

Neutral Density Filter Kit
VF-R30NKX (30 mm)  $29.99
Help correct extra-bright lighting conditions that can wash out much of the contrast and detail from your outdoor videos. Includes 37 mm filter lens protector and carrying case. Compatible only with HDR-SR11/SR12/CX12.

Neutral Density Filter Kit
VF-R30NKX (30 mm)  $29.99
Help correct extra-bright lighting conditions that can wash out much of the contrast and detail from your outdoor videos. Includes 37 mm filter lens protector and carrying case. Compatible only with HDR-SR11/SR12/CX12.

Neutral Density Filter Kit
VF-R37NKX (37 mm)  $29.99
Help correct extra-bright lighting conditions that can wash out much of the contrast and detail from your outdoor videos. Includes 37 mm filter lens protector and carrying case. Compatible only with HDR-SR11/SR12/CX12.

Neutral Density Filter Kit
VF-R37NKX (37 mm)  $29.99
Help correct extra-bright lighting conditions that can wash out much of the contrast and detail from your outdoor videos. Includes 37 mm filter lens protector and carrying case. Compatible only with HDR-SR11/SR12/CX12.

Polarizing Filter Kit
VF-30CPKX S (30 mm)  $69.99
Lets you get the shot you want by suppressing annoying reflections bouncing off of glass or water. Includes 37 mm filter and a multi-coat camcorder lens protector. Compatible only with HDR-SR11/SR12/CX12.

Polarizing Filter Kit
VF-30CPKX S (30 mm)  $69.99
Lets you get the shot you want by suppressing annoying reflections bouncing off of glass or water. Includes 37 mm filter and a multi-coat camcorder lens protector. Compatible only with HDR-SR11/SR12/CX12.
Video Light
HVL-10NH  $129.99
Really shed some extra light on the situation with this high-power 10W video light. Powered by its own Ni-MH battery (sold separately) so it won’t drain your camcorder’s main battery.

Bluetooth® Wireless Microphone
ECM-HW1  $199.99
Capture and record high-quality sound from up to 100 feet (30 meters)** away with the Bluetooth Wireless Microphone. Features the latest in Bluetooth wireless technology for added security and clarity. Includes armband, neck strap and microphone clip for a variety of applications.

** Actual distance may vary depending on recording environmental conditions.

High-Fidelity Stereo Microphone
ECM-HST1  $99.99
Brings high-quality stereo sound to your videos. Choose from two audio coverage settings: 90 degrees for recording a single speaker or 120 degrees for group conversations.

Zoom Microphone
ECM-HGZ1  $69.99
Record faraway conversations, stage performances, and more with the versatile Sony® Zoom Microphone. Its "zoom" mode lets you zero in on distant sounds, while the "gun" mode picks up sudden, sharp noises coming from whatever you’re filming.

Lights/Microphones

Brighten dim or shadowy scenes, and add crispness to all your shots—both night and day—with a Sony® video light. And to make sure your videos sound as good as they look, just use one of Sony’s high-quality camcorder microphones.

Flash/Video Light
HVL-FL1  $49.99
This dual-function 3W light brightens up your nighttime video shoots, and provides a flash when taking still photos. Powered by your camcorder’s main battery.

Video Light
HVL-10NH  $129.99
Powered directly from and controlled by your Handycam® camcorder through its unique Active Interface Shoe, this intelligent 3W video light turns itself on automatically whenever it senses there’s insufficient light.

Video IR Light
HVL-HIRL  $99.99
Allows you to capture nature scenes and other shots in total darkness from up to 65 feet* away. It also doubles as a 3W video light to brighten up low-light video shoots. Powered by your camcorder’s main battery.

* Actual distance may vary depending on camcorder settings and recording environmental conditions.

COMPARISON

RECOMMENDED

Flash/Video Light
HVL-FL1  $49.99

Video Light
HVL-10NH  $129.99

High-Fidelity Stereo Microphone
ECM-HST1  $99.99

Zoom Microphone
ECM-HGZ1  $69.99

Simulated images for illustrative purposes.

COMPARISON

Without Flash/Video Light
With Flash/Video Light
Simulated images for illustrative purposes.

Without Video Light
With Video Light
Simulated images for illustrative purposes.

Without Infrared Light
With HVL-HIRL Infrared Light
Simulated images for illustrative purposes.

Without Flash/Video Light
With Flash/Video Light
Simulated images for illustrative purposes.

Flash/Video Light
HVL-FL1  $49.99

Video Light
HVL-10NH  $129.99

High-Fidelity Stereo Microphone
ECM-HST1  $99.99

Zoom Microphone
ECM-HGZ1  $69.99

Record faraway conversations, stage performances, and more with the versatile Sony® Zoom Microphone. It’s “zoom” mode lets you zero in on distant sounds, while the “gun” mode picks up sudden, sharp noises coming from whatever you’re filming.

Simulated images for illustrative purposes.
**Remote Control Tripod**

**VCT-S60AV** $99.99

Remote controls in the tripod’s handle allow for one-handed shooting, slow zoom, and more. Useful Guide Frame feature helps make sure you get the shot you want. The oil fluid head allows for smooth pans and tilts. Extends from 19” to 57 3/4”.

**Remote Control Tripod**

**VCT-S50AV** $79.99

Lets you access major camcorder functions right from its grip, including slow zoom and more. The handy new Guide Frame feature helps you correctly position your subjects, while the oil fluid head lets you lift and pan with ease. Extends from 18 1/8” to 46 1/8”.

**Remote Commander**

**BMW-2** $49.99

Provides remote control over the basic functions of your Handycam® camcorder, including Record Start/Stop, Power, Photo Capture and more. Clips directly onto your tripod’s handle for easy access.

**Spare USB Cable**

**VMC-14UMB2** $19.99

Easily connect your Handycam® camcorder to your PC for easy image and data transfer with this generously long 4.5 feet (1.4m) USB 2.0* cable. Perfect if you like to keep an extra USB cable at work, in your home office, or car.

*Not all products with USB connectors may communicate with each other due to chipset variations.

**Component A/V Cable**

**VMC-15MHD** $59.99

Connect your Handycam® camcorder directly to your TV for viewing of your videos. Gold-plated plugs provide optimal connectivity. Generous 10 feet (3 meter) length. Y/Pb/Cb/Pr/Cr component video and audio L/R.

**HDMI Cable (Mini-to-Full)**

**VMC-15MHD** $69.99

This HDMI Mini (type C) to Full (type A) cable delivers uncompressed high-definition video and multi-channel digital audio signals from your HD Handycam® camcorder to compatible components. Gold-plated plugs provide uncompromising quality.
High-Grade Memory Stick Media Case
LCHMA  $19.99
Organize and protect up to 8 Memory Stick Duo media and 8 full-sized Memory Stick PRO media in this sleek and durable all-aluminum case. Memory Stick media sold separately.

Memory Stick USB Reader/Writer
MSAC-US40  $29.99
Quickly transfer images, sounds, data, and text to your PC. Compatible with all Memory Stick PRO Duo™ media. USB cable included.

RECOMMENDED
GPS Unit
GPS-CS1KA/P $149.99
If you take a lot of videos, you know how difficult it can be to remember where and when you took each shot! Now you’ve got help with the Sony® GPS-CS1KA/P GPS Unit. Utilizing satellite technology, this handy device records the exact location and date of every video and photo you take. Simply upload your movies and pictures to your PC to view their exact position on a handy online world map.* Plus the newly updated Picture Motion Browser software now lets you trace your travel routes and even e-mail your maps to others. Includes an attachment kit with arm strap and bicycle mounting bracket.

Monthly online service is currently provided courtesy of Google, subject to change or termination without notice. Internet connection required.

Maps and satellite images powered by Google Maps.

RECOMMENDED
Memory Stick PRO Duo™ Media
16 GB (14.9 GB available 1) MS-MT16G  $29.99
8 GB (7.35 GB available 1) MS-MT8G  $119.99
4 GB (3.66 GB available 1) MS-MT4G  $64.99
2 GB (1.85 GB available 1) MS-MT2G  $39.99
1 GB (940 MB available 1) MS-MT1G  $29.99

Compatible with standard Memory Stick media slots using the supplied adaptor.

High-Grade Memory Stick Media Case
LCHMA  $19.99
Organize and protect up to 8 Memory Stick Duo media and 8 full-sized Memory Stick PRO media in this sleek and durable all-aluminum case. Memory Stick media sold separately.

Memory Stick USB Reader/Writer
MSAC-US40  $29.99
Quickly transfer images, sounds, data, and text to your PC. Compatible with all Memory Stick PRO Duo™ media. USB cable included.

RECOMMENDED
GPS Unit
GPS-CS1KA/P $149.99
If you take a lot of videos, you know how difficult it can be to remember where and when you took each shot! Now you’ve got help with the Sony® GPS-CS1KA/P GPS Unit. Utilizing satellite technology, this handy device records the exact location and date of every video and photo you take. Simply upload your movies and pictures to your PC to view their exact position on a handy online world map.* Plus the newly updated Picture Motion Browser software now lets you trace your travel routes and even e-mail your maps to others. Includes an attachment kit with arm strap and bicycle mounting bracket.

Monthly online service is currently provided courtesy of Google, subject to change or termination without notice. Internet connection required.

Maps and satellite images powered by Google Maps.

RECOMMENDED
Memory Stick PRO Duo™ Media
16 GB (14.9 GB available 1) MS-MT16G  $29.99
8 GB (7.35 GB available 1) MS-MT8G  $119.99
4 GB (3.66 GB available 1) MS-MT4G  $64.99
2 GB (1.85 GB available 1) MS-MT2G  $39.99
1 GB (940 MB available 1) MS-MT1G  $29.99

Compatible with standard Memory Stick media slots using the supplied adaptor.

Pinpoint the exact location worldwide of every shot you take with the new Sony® GPS Unit. And be sure to always take along Sony Memory Stick PRO Duo™ media for quick transfers of short videos or stills to your PC and other compatible gear.

1 Available storage capacity may vary and a portion of the memory is used for data management functions. Memory Stick PRO Duo™ media compatibility, capacity, transfer speeds, and other features vary by and are dependent upon the design of host hardware devices. See hardware specifications or www.sony.net/memorystick/supporten/ for compatibility information.
DVDirect® Multi-function DVD Recorder

VRD-MC5 $229.99

Now you can transfer videos from your HD camcorder in their native 1080 resolution to DVDs that will play back in Blu-ray Disc™ devices. Let’s you record all of the video on your camcorder, selected scenes, or just the new footage since your last DVD burn—at up to 6X speeds! Plus it connects directly to most VCRs and Digital Video Recorders (DVR). Or insert virtually any type of memory card to create digital slideshows or store your photos on DVD.

The Sony® DVDirect recorder makes it easy to view, save, and record your camcorder footage onto long-lasting DVD discs. Got a high-definition TV? The Sony Blu-ray Disc player will let you enjoy your saved videos on DVD in all their full HD glory.

1. 1080p playback requires HDMI-compatible HDTV with 1080p display capability, and 24p True Cinema also requires 24p-capable HDTV.
2. Requires HDMI-compatible HDTV with equivalent display capability. Upscaled image quality will vary depending on source.
3. BRAVIA® Sync for Theatre works with select Sony televisions and home theater products. Please refer to owner’s manual for non-Sony products regarding compatibility.
4. Certain circumstances may limit/prevent Blu-ray Disc, CD or DVD playback.
5. Requires x.v.Color™ enabled television for playback with the x.v.Color™ profile.

Other main features:
• Full HD 1080/60p and 24p True Cinema Video Output
• DVD Upscaling to 1080p via HDMI™
• BRAVIA® Sync for Theatre (HDMI-CEC)™
• BD/DVD/CD playback1 and AVCHD™ with x.v.Color™ output
• Multi Channel Linear PCM & Dolby® Digital Plus Decoding

BDP-S300 $399.99

The Sony® BDP-S300 Blu-ray Disc player is the perfect complement to your new camcorder. It plays back a wide range of media in 1080p high definition, including Blu-ray Disc movies1, regular DVDs/CDs2, and AVCHD™ discs. The 24p True Cinema technology lets you see your favorite movies just the way the director shot them. BRAVIA® Sync for Theatre makes controlling your compatible TV and AV system a snap. Plus the x.v.Color™ functionality3 allows you to see a wider range of colors when you record and playback from your camcorder.